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the final, and probably most important, feature
is battery life. without one, we really have

nothing. the core technology that leads to the
success of a wide range of echowell bike

computers or sensors includes: radio frequency
stability, waterproof ability, and bluetooth/ant+

technology etc. to supply quality leisure
products and fine services has been our

mission to global markets. in this iot age, we
aim at creating more and more useful and cost-
effective devices that meet your needs and let
you exercise more efficiently. your kind echoes
will help echowell keep growing well. although

its not the most widely compatible plug we
tested, the ep10 can be paired with alexa and

google assistant. those integrations enable
voice commands, so you can turn the plug on
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and off hands-free. if you are planning to
upgrade your echo to use the new smart ride
firmware with the sd card slot then use this
patch to fix the issue if you are running an

earlier smart ride firmware (v2.7) will not work.
note the smart ride version on echo is v3.0 as

of the recent firmware update. you can use
either the micro-sd card or a larger capacity

card at these smaller sizes. i have cut my echo
down to fit into a sd card slot in a handlebar
mount on my road bike. my memory card no

longer fits in the included handlebar mount so i
cut down the stock handlebar mount on my
road bike to the size of the echo. the stock

handlebar mount and stock battery now fit the
echo. keep the left and right screw in place.

remove the cover of the bottom plastic
faceplate. insert a micro-sd card or larger

capacity card. secure the bottom faceplate by
tightening the 4 screws. replace the cover.
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